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Flow-rate control of a continuous Stirred Tank Reactor
Start-up and Large Disturbances

Jan Peter Axelsson and Per Hagander
Department of Automatic Control

Lund Institute of Technology
5-22L 00 Lund, Sweden

Introduction

The continuous stirred tank reactor is a very general component that is used
also in biotechnology applications. Enzymes in living cells act as cataþsts,
and they may be immobilized, recycled or continuously growing at the dilution
rate. For biotechnology processes media concentrations and enzyme activity
often nary considerably and feedback control is required for good economy.
Continuous ethanol ferment¿tion using alginate entrapped yeast was studied
in the laboratory. The concentrations of the substrate sugar and the prod-
uct ethanol were measured on-line and utilized for controlling the flow-rate
through the fermentor, as described in a series of papers, (Axelsson et ø1.,
1982; Mattiasson et aL.,1983; Mandenius eú al.rLïBT). The linear controllers
used were designed to compensate for the time-delays introduced in the sen-
sors. Good control was shown for set point changes and in response to small
disturbances, both with product and substrate concentration as controlled
variable.

Models for the process are however nonlinear, actually bilinear, and for
large disturbances nonlinear controllers are required. This paper shows that it
is possible to use the structure of the solutions to describe the reachable sets
of the system. Limitted controllability is found on a line in the state space,
actually related to reaction invariants. See eg. (Fjeld et al.r 1g?4; Waller and.
Mäkilä, 1981).

In the next section these reachable set expressions are then used to ob-
tain a time optimal controller. The expressions are also compared with a
lack of controllability obtained using the Lie brackets of differential geome-
try. The final section describes the transformations needed when applying
exact linearization. The lack of controllability shows up as singularities in the
transformations.

Process dynarnics

No¡malized mass balance equations for the continuous tank are

ff:-s+(1 -s)u

#=s-Eu
(1)

where ,S, .E and u are sugar, ethanol and flow rate tbrough the reactor, re-
spectively. Note that these are non-negative quantities. Let

4=L-S
2z=L-S-E (2)
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which gives

where

Integration of the equations gives

í#=-(1+ u)z¡tL
1 ¿,,
16 = -u"

4(t) = e-t a(t) a(to) + urlr¡
z2(t) = a(t)22(ts)

a(r)=$(t,t-r)

{
l.

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

w(

t

= | 
e-"a(r)dr

to

¿)

_I u(r)rlr
ó(t, ")

Reachable Sets

The state-space is not completely reachable since o(t) e (0, æ), and z2(ts) = g
implies 

"z(t) - 0 for any input signal. No trajectories pass the line z2 = Q.
ït is further interesting to regard the implication of the input u being lim-

ited to the interval [0,d], as in the current real process. Denote by o(ú, z(to))
the subset of the state space that can be reached at time t from the poini
z(ts). In order to characterize O all possible z1(t) values are determined. for a
given z2(ú) value, i.e. from (4) it follows that o(t) is given by z2(t) andpossible
ur(ú) values are obtained via o¡to,r¡ from all possible input signab ,tro,q.

Therefore introduce two extreme input signals

={i
={:

3

(r)

u+

u

s e [0,4]
s € (21,ú]

se[0,¿-rt)
.e € (ú -\,tf

satisfying the o(ú) constraint by

u(t) - ¿-n't V)

rt is straight forward to calculate the corresponding functions u+, and o-, and
for any possible u function it actually holds that

o-(")<o(r)<r+("), re[0,r] (8)

and thus similarly for the corresponding u functions:

.-(¡)<w(r)<r+("), 7€[0,ú] (g)

It can also be shown that for alny w function fulfilling (g) there exists a cor-
responding input function u. Introduce by (¿) the corresponding extremal zr+
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and zf functions. Now all possible z2(ú) values together with their correspond.-
ing possible z1(ú) values form the desired o set. All possible z2(t) values are
obtained by letting 4 in (?) sïyeep the interval rr e [0, ú]. Since z[' and zl are
the extreme values the boundary of o is generated by the (z{ , z2l and, (zi , z2)
curves. Actually this requires z7 ) 0, i. e. S < 1. Back transformation-gives
the corresponding (5,.o)-reachable sets shown in Figure 1. rt should be noted
that it also follows that the points on the boundary of the set are reached.
using control signals with only one switching point.

EE

1s o.5 ls
Figure 1. Thc reachable get as a function of time (left diagram: t=0r 0.3, 1.5, 5
and right diagram: t=0r 0.3r 5) for two diferent initial states.

Time Optimal Control

The reachable sets O can be used to develop optimal control strategies for
different control objectives. In this section control to a set-point .8, in product
concentration -E is studied, and the criterion is chosen to be minimum time.
As seen from the Figure 1. the sets increase their maximal .E-value as time
increases. For small ú the maximum occurs at the lowest ,g-value, while the
line .o - E, is a tangent to the boundary curve, if a longer time is needed. The
first case means that u = 0 is optimal, while the optimal control in the second
case starts with ¿ maximal u then switching to zero at time 4. Those starting
values that correspond to a tangent in the leftmost point, i.e. a switc.hing ai
Ír = 0 generate a switching curve in the state space. Simple calculation, ,ho*
that this curve is the line

E = E,(L _ S) (10)

The ¡eachable sets have their minimal point for maximal .9, at least above the
maximal possible stationary E = h. This corresponds to maximal control
signal during the whole time intervai, which is thus the optimal strategy when
starting from.o ) Er. In summary it is thus proven that the following sirategy
is time-optimal:

u=[0 E,(1 -,S)1¡'18,
I d otherwise (11)

Ûr Figure 2. is shown the time-optimal elimination of a small and large distur-
bance. Both state Bpace trajectories and resulting time functions ar-e shown,
and for comparison a simulation of a proportional controller is given in Fig-
ure 3. Notice for the large disturbance case that the time-optimal regdatãr
starts offin the opposite direction as compared to the proportional regulator.
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Figure 2. Time optimal elimination of a gmall and a large disturbance.

4 0 S

Figure 3. Elimination of a small and a large disturbance using limited propor-
tionol control.

Rernark on exact linearization

The process model has a structure that at first sight suggests application of
exact linearization, (Hunt, Su, and Meyer 1g8g). However, analysis shows that
this methodology is of less value for design of the control law in this case.

The process model could be described as an inte¡action between a drift
field f and a control field g

ù: = f(u) + s(a)u(t\ (12)

where rL = S,t ßz = E and

lþ) = -Ay
æl

s(æ) =
L-æt
-æ2

(13)

Controllability can be analysed with the aid of Lie brackets (rsidori, 19g5). A
necessary condition for controllability is that g, l,lf,d,l,l,U,gll,..., span
the state space. Simple calculations give

[l,sJ:#r-#t

-(-L 0ì (-rrì f-r 0ì (L-rtì f14l: r o _i) [;i')- ti :] ['_;')= [_") 
\-'
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and further bracketing lJ,lf ,gll,V,V,lf ,gl]],.. .lg,lf ,g]].. . erc., gives no new
directions. Thus, the condition for contr<¡llability becomes

det sþ),ll,dþ) = det
L-æt 1

-a2 -L = -(1 -n1-æz)# 0 (15)

(17)

This shows that there is no higher order controllability on the line (15). Fur-
ther, outside this line the system is controllable.

The fact that the dimension of the controllability space shrinks to one on
the line (15) implies, of course, that no non-singular tra¡rsformation can bring
the system to a controllable form.

An example of such a transformation is

L-a-t-æzzl=æL
(1 - "t)2

1
(16)

A2 L-æt
and

22

which brings the system to the Brunovsky form

00
10 ,+ 

få J 
.,,, (18)

Note, that the transformation is singular in two different ways. The stationary
points (15) are mapped into a single point in the z-plane, z = (0,1). Further,
the control law (17) will be singular if for instance linear state feeáback from
z is used.

The fact that the control variable is non-negative further complicates
application of exact linearization. It is not clear how this limitation should be
accounted for.

Concluding remarks

The results of this paper were obtained to describe the reversed control action
required for large disturbanceg and startup of a continuous ethanol fermen-
tation, but they carry over to most reactions with immobilized catalyst in a
sti¡red tank reactor.
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